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Workers Support Kentucky Miners

DOAK SNARLING NEW LIES ABOUT HAMRUCH MARCH

Washington, D.C. — Hoover's secretary of labor, the strike-breaker in chief, has been busy with a new set of lies about the Hamruch March that exposed hundreds of thousands of workers the fraud of Hoover's relief program. In trying to instigate sections of the public against the Hamruch March, he stated in a letter to the Secretary of Labor: "The mass organizations that accompanied the Hamruch Marchers on their return home from the United Mine Workers strike" are responsible for the strike. This was the "virtually wholly of the Hamruch March," he said. This has been exposed a number of times. While the Communist press in the United States has printed all the lies for the United States, it is the only labor press of the United States that has been able to fight back the lies of the American Employers Association. The United States press has been able to fight back the lies of the American Employers Association. The United States press has been able to fight back the lies of the American Employers Association.

To Defeat Harlan Terror By Strike January 1st

The Ooraik Coo Pencil company of St. Louis, Mo., has leased a building at Lewiston and will establish a pencil plant there about January 1st. The company plans to make pencils for the United States Navy and the United States Army. This is the first time in the history of American labor that a company has been established to make pencils for the United States Navy and the United States Army. This is the first time in the history of American labor that a company has been established to make pencils for the United States Navy and the United States Army.

Penny Cenlr, Concern to Tenn. for Low Wages

The Ooraik Pencil company of St. Louis, Mo., has leased a building at Lewiston and will establish a pencil plant there about January 1st. The company plans to make pencils for the United States Navy and the United States Army. This is the first time in the history of American labor that a company has been established to make pencils for the United States Navy and the United States Army.

Scab Mine Union Officers Aid Cops

Chicago, Ill. — The strike of the United Mine Workers of America is the professionalized conflict for the police in Jefferson City, Missouri, and the strike of the United Mine Workers of America is the professionalized conflict for the police in Jefferson City, Missouri. The strike of the United Mine Workers of America is the professionalized conflict for the police in Jefferson City, Missouri. The strike of the United Mine Workers of America is the professionalized conflict for the police in Jefferson City, Missouri.
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Kentucky miners make several heroic attempts to defeat the starvation and terror. Last Spring they went on strike, for the first time in their history, in the coal fields. Their strike was a failure, but it was a failure which they are not likely to forget. The Kentucky miners are determined to stand up for their rights and to protect their families from hunger and want.

Organize the National Miners' Union

The expelled, hungry and protesting miners are organizing a union. They are determined to win the strike, and they are determined to stand up for their rights and to protect their families from hunger and want. The Kentucky miners are not likely to forget the failure of their first strike, but they are determined to stand up for their rights and to protect their families from hunger and want.

Relief Supreme

The Kentucky miners are determined to defeat every obstacle on the way. They are determined to stand up for their rights and to protect their families from hunger and want. They are determined to stand up for their rights and to protect their families from hunger and want. They are determined to stand up for their rights and to protect their families from hunger and want.

The Kentucky miners are determined to defeat every obstacle on the way. They are determined to stand up for their rights and to protect their families from hunger and want. They are determined to stand up for their rights and to protect their families from hunger and want. They are determined to stand up for their rights and to protect their families from hunger and want. They are determined to stand up for their rights and to protect their families from hunger and want. They are determined to stand up for their rights and to protect their families from hunger and want.
Tampa Workers Prepare to Renew Strike

Preparations are going ahead for a new strike among workers who are locked out against the conditions in the tobacco factories. The workers who struck are to break the lockout. By some means they are trying to get hold of the weekly wages and the strike is in full swing.

Tampa Prisoners Are Puzzle to the Police

A Worker Correspondent (Tampa Daily Times) - War prisoners who are in jail as a result of the war regulations in the city, do not know what is going on with the protests of their friends. The police are not able to understand why they are in jail.

Ask Charity for Shoes, Get Weeds

By a Worker Correspondent (Tampa Daily Times) - We ask for the charity of the people of the city to help us with food and clothes. We are in need of help.

SUBSCRIBE TO SOUTHERN WORKER

$1.00 A YEAR; 50c FOR 6 MONTHS

SOUTHERN WORKER, 805 South Main St., Nashville, Tenn.

4c (50c) $1.00 FOR (6 mo.) 1 year's subscription TO THE SOUTHERN WORKER.

Hoover's Hunger "Relief" But $7.89

On the basis of the total amount of food and money collected by the Hoover government, we can estimate that the amount of food collected for the unemployed is about $7.89. This is a small amount compared to the need for food.

Trolley Wages Cut

St. Louis, Mo. - The St. Louis railway announced a 10 per cent decrease in the beginning of January.

SMASH COAL OPERATORS TERROR IN HARLAN, Ky.

Harlan Miners' Defense Fund

4 miners charged with murder

100 per cent with "banditry and confederating" and "criminal syndicalism"

Organize Mass Protests

This Coupon—25c

TAMPA WORKERS PREPARING TO RENEW STRIKE

Tampa—Preparations are going ahead for a new strike among workers who are locked out against the conditions in the tobacco factories. The workers who struck are to break the lockout. By some means they are trying to get hold of the weekly wages and the strike is in full swing. It was followed by lock-out of the workers who tried to break the lockout by some means they could go back to work and leave the union. The ranks have been thinned out, but the strike is not over. The workers are on strike and the union is not back in business. The strike is expected to continue.

Strengthens Union

We can say that the main reason for the lockout is the lack of support from the workers. The workers have not given enough support to the union and the strike is expected to continue.
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GREAT PEST CONTROL

Rome, Ga. — Musselwhite, fast-fleeting of the埃及 mass struggles against hunger has ordered fierce terror on all workers. In some places fascists forces are desecrating and joining workers in their struggles.
Strike Against Rail Pay Cut

On top of the already reduced wages of the railroad workers as a result of short-time work comes the threat of a slacking attack against the pay of all railroad workers. The Atlanta Constitution, in screaming headlines, announced last week that the railroad companies intended to invoke the railway labor act to obtain a 15 per cent wage cut.

The Central of Georgia has already cut the pay of its workers. Other Southern roads are already cutting wages, and the general policy of the railroads in the South is to hold down the wages of the workers in order to keep the railroads in business.

Following their treacherous policy of acting as agents of the bosses, the national and American Federation of Labor unions are actively aiding in the pay-cutting drive.

Sure are the railroad bosses able to force their will on the workers, with the aid of the United States government and the labor bosses in the pay-cutting drive. Such a situation is threatening to revolutionize the whole railroad movement in the South.

Against the new onslaught the members of the Chinese railway proletariat are more and more strongly and on the field of battle in Kiangsi province smashed the railway tycoon's strongest earthly bastion. In Nanking, in the armistice capitals of Chiang Kai Shi, the agent of American imperialism. The Red Army consolidated the Soviet bases in Kuan and Hupei provinces and even delivered smashing blows against the counter-revolution in the Province of Kwan.

Imperialist Intervention

At the same time in the cities the workers' movement was growing rapidly.

The imperialist butchers of the capitalists' First World War had put their movement threatened to drive them out of China. They feared the vast power that they would, like the Soviet in the realm of the former ennemies of Russia, turn against the bosses and their trusted agent, the capitali-plunder. To try to prevent that outcome and to establish a base for the attack of the workers the imperialist U.S. invasion policy, the Soviet Union, in the attainment of the Chinese revolution, the plot to lay a base in Manchuria for intervention, is one of the means whereby capitalism hopes to overcome its crisis. The anti-imperialist mass movement is growing steadily.

Hunger Drive at Home

The 1,000,000 workers' strike against the Chinese revolution, the plot to lay a base in Manchuria for intervention is the first step in the field of world revolution.

Build the National Railroad Workers' Industrial League!

Down with the arbitration avolide! Overthrow this strike! Defeat the wage cuts! Fight for the Six-Hour Day with no reductions in pay! Demand Unemployment Insurance and Winter Relief!

B. DAVY DORAN

It is no accident that the Communist Party of District 36, comprising the main bodies of the working class in the South, are turning to the Communist Party. Thus the drive for the mass organization of the working class is beginning to become revolutionary leadership and is streamlining into one organization.

The Communist Party needs skilled working class fighters in the South to draw into our ranks and prepare leadership in the struggle of the workers for better conditions and the bosses.

The Communist Party as an organization is now leading defense work and the Communist Party is now leading defense work.

The labor movement, despite the difficulty of the times, is carrying on its work with determination and courage.

The workers are demanding higher wages and shorter hours, and are organizing to get their own peace, and to get their own peace, and to get their own peace.

Chiang Kai Shei, since 1917, has been the head of the Nationalist government, in fact, of the reactionist mouthpiece of the American imperialist. The imperialist butcher of the Chinese masses by the Wall street government at Washing- ton, in America's support, is determined to try to head the Chinese revolution and in all its vital provocation of the workers, in order to establish the Soviet Union, he had the backing of the United States government.

In the face of this threat to every imperialist posture and policy, the workers of China, Japanese and British governments are desperately seeking to stifle the revolutionary movement in their bid to crush the Chinese revolution. Their aim is to smother the Chinese Soviet and Red Army, to kill the Red Army and to defend the enemy in the rear, so that they can carry out their war against the workers of all the world, the Union of Socialist Soviet Republics.

No one should make the mistake of imagining that intervention against the Soviet Union will be held up pending the revolution of the workers in China. On the contrary, the desperate plight in which the imperialist powers find themselves in the world and facing ever greater difficulties as a result of the continued deterioration of the economic crisis, an intervention against the Soviet Union is an immediate objective of the imperialist ruling class.

Hunger Drive at Home

The Communists are in the forefront of the workers' fight against the enemy. The workers' strike is the first step in the field of world revolution.

Build Party To Lead Growing Struggle In Carolinas and...